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Phytoplankton form the base of the global marine carbon cycle. Measurements of 

primary production are integral to understanding fluxes between the atmosphere and both 

organic and inorganic carbon pools in the ocean. Virtually all measurements today are 

made using the carbon-14 (14C) uptake method, yet numerous uncertainties and 

procedural problems remain unresolved (Karl et al. 1998, Marra 2002). One source of 

error in the 14C method results from the metabolic activity of grazers, and could 

potentially be 100% of the measured production rate (Welschmeyer 2010). The purpose 

of this project was to directly test 14C methodology against an independent carbon-based 

method of photosynthesis which is also free of grazer-induced biases in order to examine 

the relationship between grazer metabolism and the observed 14C error. 14C uptake 

measurements were compared to measurements of gross primary production using the 

light-dark bottle technique and measuring the change in total inorganic carbon, TCO2, 

with a coulometer. The 14C technique was found to underestimate primary production by 

41%, and a positive relationship between microzooplankton metabolic parameters and a 
14C recycling error was observed. The results of this study imply that total global ocean 

primary production is significantly higher than currently estimated.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Phytoplankton form the basis of the global marine carbon cycle through the 

uptake and release of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and the production of particulate 

organic carbon (POC) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Thus, primary production 

and respiration by plankton control biogeochemical cycling in the oceans. Measurements 

of production are integral to understanding fluxes between the atmosphere and both 

organic and inorganic carbon pools in the ocean. Yet no analytical method exists today 

which gives an unambiguous measurement of photosynthesis, especially in the low-

biomass waters of the oligotrophic open ocean, which comprise more than 70% of the 

ocean�’s surface. 

 The Debate 

Virtually all measurements of photosynthesis today are made using the carbon-14 

(14C) technique, which was developed by E. Steemann Nielsen in the 1950s (Sondergaard 

2002). In response to the need for a method sensitive enough to measure primary 

production in waters with low phytoplankton biomass, Steemann Nielsen developed a 

way to measure the incorporation of isotopic tracers into the biological tissue of 

phytoplankton over a short incubation time. Steemann Nielsen debuted his new method 

on the 1950 Galathea expedition, which led to its broad application in ocean sciences, 



and in 1957, the 14C method became internationally accepted at an ICES (International 

Council for the Exploration of the Sea) meeting in Bergen (Barber 2002). The major  

2 

 

benefit of this technique is the sensitivity. This allows precise measurements of carbon 

assimilation to be made from oceanic regions with low biomass and circumvents the use 

and complications of the long incubation times required of the less sensitive light-dark 

bottle oxygen evolution method.  

A weakness of this method is that the DO14C component, the production of radio-

labeled dissolved organic carbon, is not measured in the vast majority of 14C protocols 

(California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CALCOFI), Joint Global 

Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS), and Hawaii Ocean Time Series (HOTS)). DO14C can leak 

out of a healthy phytoplankton cell naturally, diffusing across the membrane. DO14C 

release can also occur when a cell breaks, either during the filtration process or by viral 

lysis. Excretion by grazers and �“sloppy feeding�” can cause an increase in the DO14C pool.  

This component was originally assumed to be negligible, but recently has been shown to 

comprise a significant portion of the community production (Karl et al. 1998, Laws et al. 

2000, Chevalier 2001).  

The radio-labeled 14CO2 released by the respiration of phytoplankton, 

zooplankton and bacteria can not be measured using this method. Historically, much 

consideration has gone into quantifying how much production is �“lost�” to the 14CO2 pool 

due to phytoplankton respiration. This was originally thought to be the major source of 



error in the 14C technique at adequate light levels (Ryther 1954). Today (at light 

saturation) phytoplankton respiration is commonly assumed to be 10% of the maximum  
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photosynthetic rate, and is normally accounted for with a correction factor (Laws et al. 

2000).  

The effect of zooplankton respiration on 14C measurements of photosynthesis has 

been thoughtfully considered in the literature (Jackson 1983, Laws 1984, Welschmeyer 

2010). The magnitude of the 14C recycling error caused by zooplankton respiration was 

originally thought to be small. This is because theoretical models (before 1984) were 

based on untested assumptions of the open ocean food web structure. For instance, 

grazing assemblages were assumed to be mainly comprised of metazoans, specifically 

copepods. These organisms have relatively low weight-specific metabolic rates. Second, 

phytoplankton in the central gyres were assumed to be growing at low rates of 0.1-0.2 

day-1, when  actually, phytoplankton are growing at rates closer to 1.0 day-1(Landry and 

Hassett 1982, Landry and Calbet 2004). And thirdly, growth rates of grazers were 

assumed to be considerably lower than those of phytoplankton. The presence of 

microzooplankton and their role as metabolizing intermediaries in the biological pump in 

the open ocean was largely overlooked, and can introduce a significant 14C recycling 

error. It was not until the methods of Landry and Hassett (1982) were applied that grazing 

rates in the open ocean were found to be much higher than previously thought and 

dominated by microzooplankton (Landry and Hassett 1982). The models, introduced by 



Welschmeyer (2010) and discussed in this study (See below) indicate that the proportion 

of radio-labeled carbon released by microzooplankton could be significantly larger than 

the earlier models imply (Welschmeyer 2010). 
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Another weakness of the 14C method is the ambiguity of what is actually being 

quantified. It is generally assumed that after 24 hours with optimum daylight intensities, 

the observed measurement is net primary production, but actually it is something in 

between net and gross primary production (Marra 2002). With longer incubation times, 

more of the labeled organic carbon is respired as 14CO2 (and is re-assimilated), and the  

method yields results closer to net production. The shorter the incubation time, the closer 

the measurement is to gross production (less 14CO2 has been respired). This method also 

runs across problems at low intensities of light, which occur at the base of the euphotic 

zone or in polluted waters where large quantities of bacteria are found. At  

low intensities of light (and corresponding low values of production), respiration 

approaches carbon production, causing an error in 14C calculations (Ryther 1954).  

The light-dark bottle technique (Gran and Gaarder 1927) is another method used 

to measure primary production. This technique involves incubating paired samples in 

light and dark bottles at specific light levels, and measuring either the change in the 

concentration of O2 with the Winkler titration method (developed in 1888) or the change 

in CO2. Initially, the measurement of CO2 removal was a lengthy and difficult process 

that measured changes in pH with indicator dyes (Barber 2002).  Today, the coulometer 

is used to measure the concentration of CO2 in seawater samples (Johnson 1998, Dickson 



2007), but has only been used one time in a light-dark bottle experiment to determine 

production (Bender et al. 1987). The reason for this is the lower sensitivity of the light-

dark bottle techniques, particularly for CO2-based methods.   
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CO2-based gas exchange techniques are inherently less sensitive than O2-based 

techniques (and both are less sensitive that the 14C-based method). The ocean has a total 

carbon dioxide (TCO2) concentration of roughly 2250 M compared to an oxygen 

concentration of 280 M, thus the methods have their limitations in the signal:noise ratio 

of the corresponding analytical methodologies. (Production values in the oligotrophic 

ocean can be <1 mol O2 (or C) L-1 d-1) Thus, O2-based methods are eight times more 

sensitive. In any light-dark bottle experiment, as the change in the photosynthetic signal 

( TCO2 or O2) decreases, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish changes to 

the much larger inorganic pool. In highly productive coastal waters, relatively large 

changes in TCO2 (and O2) occur, thus providing ample signal for TCO2 coulometric 

measurements.  

The parameters to which the light-dark bottle technique is sensitive (whether 

measuring O2 evolution or CO2 removal) are net primary production and respiration with 

gross primary production based on the sum of their absolute rates. Daily net primary 

production is measured according to the equation: 

NPP (mg CO2 l-1 d-1) = [([Initial] mg CO2 l-1)-([Light] mg CO2 l-1)]/t (1) 

where t is the incubation time.  

Gross primary production is calculated according to the equation: 



 GPP(mg CO2 l-1 d-1) = [([Dark] mg CO2 l-1)-([Light] mg CO2 l-1)]/t (2) 

In 1939, Gordon Riley used this principle to measure primary production in the 

Sargasso Sea. In oligotrophic oceans, where biomass is very low and the changes in O2  
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concentration are very small, detection was very difficult. Although eight times more 

sensitive than CO2-based techniques, Riley�’s O2-based experiments still had problems 

with low sensitivity, particularly since this was before the introduction of automated 

titration systems which allow for more precise measurements of O2 to be made. To get 

around this problem, Riley increased the photosynthetic signal by incubating samples for 

3-7 days. This caused the determination of a high oxygen consumption rate of 0.11 mg 

O2 liter-1day-1 (0.0034 mmol liter-1 day-1) and a net oxygen production of 0.07 mg O2 

liter-1 day-1 (0.00219 mmol liter-1 day-1) (Riley 1939). Steemann Nielsen (1952) argued 

that the reason the gross production values were so high was the enhanced bacterial 

respiration in the dark bottle and a bactericidal effect of UV light in the clear bottles 

(Nielsen 1952). Thus, the long incubations exacerbated the bottle effects and caused 

Riley�’s estimate of primary production to be a gross overestimation, due solely to the 

overestimation of the respiratory contribution.  

Application of the 14C method by Steemann Nielsen in 1952 revealed that primary 

production in the Indian Ocean was on average only 4% of what Riley estimated for the 

Sargasso Sea (Nielsen 1952). In 1954, Steemann Nielsen used his technique in the 

Sargasso Sea and found values two hundred times less than the estimates made by Riley 

(Nielsen 1954). Thus, a heated debate ensued between Steemann Nielsen and Riley, each 



attacking the technique used by the other, using a variety of mathematical and 

methodological arguments in an attempt to quantify oceanic primary production. In the  
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end, the 14C method prevailed and continues to be the most commonly used technique in 

production experiments today. 

Modeling Fates of Carbon in a 14C Experiment 

The flow diagram (Figure 1) summarizes fates for incorporated 14C that would 

result from trophic interactions occurring in the incubation bottles. The star represents the 

added radio-labeled inorganic carbon source in the form of bicarbonate (H14CO3
-). The 

arrow from the star to the particulate tissue of the algal cell is gross primary production 

(GPP), which is the total carbon fixed including that which is later respired or 

metabolized. This was the process Steemann Nielsen sought to quantify when he 

conceptualized the 14C method. The cloud, representing phytoplankton respiration (Rp*) 

of the newly incorporated 14C in the form 14CO2, can not be measured using this method 

because it is lost within the specific activity of the larger DI14C pool. If all of the respired 

CO2 by phytoplankton was 14CO2, then this technique would measure net primary 

production (NPP), which is equal to the total amount of carbon fixed minus 

phytoplankton respiration. But because both 12CO2 and 14CO2 are respired, the 14C 

technique measures something in between NPP and GPP. Today, phytoplankton 

respiration is generally considered to be 10% of gross production at light saturation, and a 

correction factor of 10% is often applied to account for this pool of unmeasured labeled 



carbon (Laws et al. 2000). These were the processes considered when this method was 

originally applied. However, over a 24-hour incubation, the influence from trophic 

interactions can be more complex.  
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The boxes in the flow diagram represent particulate phases of the labeled carbon, 

which are measured with a traditional C-14 protocol. The clouds are pools of labeled 

carbon not measured with a traditional C-14 protocol. The respired 14CO2 by zooplankton 

(Rz*) and bacteria (Rb*) can not be measured for the same reason that phytoplankton 

respiration can not be measured, and can cause an underestimate of 14C-based production. 

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) production, if not measured carefully, will also cause an 

underestimate of 14C-based production.  

In order to assess the potential magnitude of the 14C recycling error which results 

from each trophic interaction, this study refers to the mathematical models outlined by 

Welschmeyer (2010), which is the theoretical precursor to this study. The models of 14C 

mass balance for incubation experiments allow predictions to be made of the fate of 14C 

under varying conditions of 1) algal growth and respiration rates 2) microzooplankton 

grazing and respiration rates 3) bacterial DOC consumption and respiration rates and 4)  

heterotrophic growth efficiencies. These models are useful because they enable 

quantitative estimations of the effects of various procedural assumptions. If assumption 

errors are identified as serious enough to cause concern, then this information can be used 

to critically design experiments to test the validity of the assumptions built into the 

models. The list of equations used to generate the models is located in Table 1.  



Figure 2 shows the time-dependent 14C labeling changes in the particulate phases 

of the labeled carbon. This model is one simulation under one set of metabolic 

conditions. Here, , or the phytoplankton growth rate, was set at 1.0 d-1 and held constant  
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during daylight period (12 hours) and set to 0 at night. Hence, there is a 24-hour 

periodicity in algal carbon uptake and biomass. Grazing was held constant over each 24- 

hour period and set equal to growth. Respiration by phytoplankton and microzooplankton 

was also held constant and set to 0.1 and 0.33 respectively. And growth efficiencies for 

microzooplankton and bacteria were set at 0.33 and 0.5 respectively. These rates are 

typical in offshore environments where microzooplankton dominate the zooplankton 

assemblages (Williams et al. 2004, Laws 1984, del Giorgio 1997). This model shows that 

P�’, or the change in unlabeled phytoplankton biomass, decreases exponentially at a rate 

proportional to production minus respiration. 14C changes in a much more complex way. 

Radio-labeled phytoplankton, microzooplankton and bacterial PO14C all increase with 

time, though at different rates.  

Figure 3 shows the time-dependent 14C labeling changes in the dissolved forms of 

metabolized carbon with the same assumptions as the particulate carbon production 

models.  Phytoplankton, microzooplankton and bacterial respiration and excretion (Rp*, 

RRz*, Rb*, Ep*, Ez*, Eb*) all increase over the incubation, causing the true rates of 

photosynthesis to be underestimated. By more than a factor of 2, the labeled CO14
2 

respired by microzooplankton is greater than the other pools of unmeasured labeled 

carbon. This model, based on a certain set of assumptions, indicates that the respiratory 



release of CO14
2 by microzooplankton can potentially be a significant source of error and 

provides justification for further examination into the C �“grazer problem�”.  14
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Empirical Evidence for the Grazer Problem: Direct Comparison of Carbon and Oxygen-

based Production Estimates  

The photosynthetic quotient (PQ) is defined as the molar ratio of oxygen evolved 

to carbon dioxide fixed (Burris 1981). Typically the value of 1-1.2 is used in practice 

(Smith 1995, Duarte 2001). This value is based on the general equation of 

photosynthesis: 

 106CO2+16NO3+PO4+122H2O 106CH2O+16NH3+PO4+138O2.  

 (3) 

Photosynthetic quotients can deviate from this widely accepted value depending on the 

compounds being produced (lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, or nucleic acids) 

(Rabinowitch 1945). The form of nitrogen utilized also has an effect on this parameter. 

Nitrate utilization requires an extra step and thus more energy than ammonium utilization 

(Geider 1992). Refer to Table 2. Thus, there is inherent variability in the amount of 

carbon produced per oxygen evolved. However, significant deviation from the typical 

value of 1.2 is unlikely and can be indicative of a methodological error in photosynthetic 

quotients derived from empirical side-by-side studies.   

Laws et al (2000) in the Arabian Sea, compared estimates of photosynthesis made 

using the 14C method to production estimates based on net O2 production and the 



production of 18O2 from H2
18O.  Taking into account the processes that would affect the 

measurements of net and gross production (algal dark respiration, photorespiration, 

Mehler reaction (internal cycling of oxygen), algal excretion of DOC, and grazing and  
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excretion effects) Laws et al (2000) found an average photosynthetic quotient of 2.22 

(Laws et al. 2000). The discrepancy between the value as measured by Laws and the 

traditional value of 1.2 could either be caused by an elevated measurement of oxygen 

consumption and/or a lowered estimate of carbon production. Because the 18O technique 

is subject to insignificant recycling errors and provides a very accurate measure of GPP, 

the likely cause of this increased value of the photosynthetic quotient is 14C 

measurements that are too low.  

Although Laws et al. (2000) take in to account the effects of grazing, their model 

implies that this component would reduce the measured 14C incorporation by only 15%. 

However, the models outlined above suggest that the observed 14C recycling error could 

potentially comprise a larger fraction of production and would increase as phytoplankton 

and zooplankton growth rates increase. Welschmeyer (2006) measured production and 

grazing rates along a transect starting in Monterey Bay and ending at the HOTS open 

ocean station ALOHA. He observed that the grazer induced error, measured as the ratio 

of the primary production normalized to chlorophyll a concentration (P/B) at 0.1 dilution 

to P/B at 1.0 dilution, increases offshore. Explanations for this observation are that 

protozoan metabolic rates may be reduced in cooler upwelling systems, relative to warm, 



oligotrophic sites. Microzooplankton body size, and hence, weight specific metabolism, 

exhibit an offshore/onshore gradient, causing the grazer-induced error to increase going 

from coastal to offshore environments. And microzooplankton grazing may not always 

dominate total community grazing pressure (Welschmeyer 2006).  
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Looking at studies that used side-by-side 18O and 14C incubations, the hypothesis 

that the grazer-induced error exhibits an onshore/offshore gradient (and thus corresponds  

to metabolic rates of microzooplankton) is corroborated in the literature (Figure 4). 

Grande et al (1991), using a grazer-free Synechococcus culture, observed photosynthetic 

quotients ranging from 1.0-1.9 (Grande et al. 1991). Bender et al (1987), when looking at 

the coastal region Naragansett Bay, observed PQs up to 2.0 (Bender et al. 1987). Grande 

et al (1991) found PQs from 1.4 to greater than 3.0 in his study in the Bedford Basin 

(Grande et al. 1991). In the Arabian Sea, Laws et al (2000) observed PQs as great as 3.7 

(Laws et al. 2000). In the Equatorial Pacific, Bender et al (1999) observed photosynthetic 

quotient values ranging up to 4.0 (Bender et al. 1999). Thus, as the experiment moves 

from grazer-free laboratory and coastal environments to open ocean sites, the observed 

photosynthetic quotient increases. One interpretation of this trend is that the �‘real�’ 

photosynthetic quotient increases going from left to right. However, the photosynthetic 

quotients on the right side of the graph fall outside the range of theoretically possible 

photosynthetic quotients. Alternatively, this trend is likely the artifact of 14C 

measurements that are too low or 18O measurements that are too high (photorespiration or 

Mehler reaction).  



As mentioned above, the photosynthetic quotient exhibits three-fold variability 

depending on the compounds being produced and the form of nitrogen utilized. This 

makes comparisons between oxygen-based measurements and carbon-based 

measurements an ambiguous test of 14C grazer recycling. As Table 2 indicates, cells  
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growing on ammonia have a lower photosynthetic quotient than cells growing on nitrate. 

Because the open ocean is characterized by ammonia-based growth, the photosynthetic 

quotients on the right side of Figure 4 are expected to be lower than the photosynthetic  

quotients on the left side of the graph. These comparisons are a strong indication of a 

methodological error, but to directly test the grazer-induced recycling losses and �“ground 

truth�” 14C-based estimates, a direct, but independent, carbon-based production assay is 

required.  

Coulometric Determination of Carbon Fixation 

To best evaluate the recycling error that is inherent in the 14C method, carbon 

production estimates made using 14C tracer were compared to net changes in total carbon 

dioxide (TCO2) concentrations measured using a coulometer. The benefit of using a 

carbon-based method to �“ground truth�” 14C estimates is that it is a direct comparison of 

carbon to carbon and eliminated the need for a photosynthetic quotient had an O2-based 

technique been used. Another benefit of using coulometery to evaluate the 14C technique 

is that the CO2-based method is not subject to the same recycling errors which are 

unavoidable in nearly all tracer techniques.  



To avoid the problems of sensitivity associated with light-dark bottle experiments, 

the signal to noise ratio was maximized. This was achieved by collecting samples in 

Elkhorn Slough where chlorophyll a concentrations can exceed 5 g Chl L-1 thus 

providing ample photosynthetic signal for the coulometric TCO2 technique. To minimize  
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the noise (increasing the precision), five light and dark replicates were measured in each 

experiment.  

Objectives 

1. Review the ideas laid out by Welschmeyer (2010) regarding the recycling errors 

inherent in the 14C method and use the models to design thoughtful experiments to 

further explore the �“grazer problem�”. 

2. Make empirical comparisons of primary production estimates using 14C tracer and 

a CO2-based light-dark bottle method in order to evaluate the �“loss�” of carbon 

when using the 14C technique. 

3. Determine if there exists a relationship between this empirically determined 14C 

recycling error and abundance and metabolic rates of microzooplankton. 

4. From the relationships derived in this study between the 14C recycling error, 

expressed as TCO2:14C, and grazing rates, give users of the 14C method a way to 

address the �“grazer problem�” in coastal estuarine environments. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Laboratory Validation of TCO2 Technique 

In order to confirm that the CO2-based light-dark bottle technique measures 

primary production and is comparable to the 14C technique, a series of experiments 

measuring NPP and GPP and production of POC of grazer free cultures using the 14C 

method were run. This provided a way to quantify phytoplankton respiration in terms of 

net and gross photosynthesis and the 14C recycling error.  

Batch cultures of Thalassiosira pseudonana, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, 

Pleurocrysis carterae. and Dunaliella tertiolecta. (acquired from Jason Smith, Moss 

Landing Marine Labs) were grown in Guillards f/2 marine water enrichment solution 

(Sigma Aldrich). Once the culture had grown to concentrations greater than 100 g Chl a 

L-1, it was poured in to a cleaned non-toxic bucket (Argee Corp). 150 mL clear 

polycarbonate incubation bottles were filled and capped under water, using sterile 

polyethylene gloves, to avoid an air gap that could affect the results. The dark TCO2 

bottle was created by wrapping the polycarbonate bottle in aluminum foil. The bottles 



were then put on a rotating plankton wheel which ensured equal light to all containers 

and kept all particles in suspension for the duration of the experiment. TCO2 was 

measured initially and after 24 hours (to determine net and gross photosynthesis and 

respiration), and PO14C production was measured after 24 hours.  

Field Experiments 
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Twenty-seven paired TCO2 and 14C incubations were carried out over a period of 

24 hours at the Moss Landing Shore Lab. Twenty-four of the water samples were 

collected from the upper slough at Kirby Park and three samples were collected in the 

lower slough. The samples were collected in 150 mL clear polycarbonate bottles which 

had been cleaned with 10% hydrochloric acid and rinsed thoroughly with de-ionized 

water. The samples were stored in a cold room for no longer than 24 hours before use. 

The incubation bottles were filled according to the same protocol as the laboratory-grown 

cultures. The plankton wheel was placed in a tank (at the Moss Landing Marine Shore 

Lab) through which seawater of ambient temperature was flowed, and covered with one 

layer of neutral density filter. In order to verify that light did not limit photosynthesis and 

the samples were growing at maximum rates, production to biomass ratios were analyzed.  

Primary Production- TCO2 

A CM5012 UIC Coulometer was used to measure TCO2. The protocol for 

running samples on the coulometer began by filling the cathode of the cell with a solution 

containing monoethanolamine and a colorimetric pH indicator (refer to company (UIC) 

supply). Potassium iodide was put in the bottom of the anode compartment then filled 



with dimethyl sulfoxide. A platinum cathode and a silver anode were positioned in the 

cell. Then the assembled cell was positioned between a light source and a photodetector 

in the coulometer.  

Using a syringe, the samples were taken from the bottles with all air gaps 

removed. The volume of the sample was then gravimetrically determined, and placed in  
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the acidification module. The sample is acidified (to pH <1.0) with 1.5 mL of 8.5% 

phosphoric acid, sufficient acidification to convert all forms of DIC to become gaseous 

CO2. CO2 is purged from the sample and carried by a CO2-free gas into the coulometer 

cell.  

As this CO2 gas stream enters the cell, the CO2 is quantitatively absorbed and 

reacts with the monoethanolamine to form a titratable acid, which causes the color 

indicator to fade. The photodetector monitors the change in color of the solution as a 

percent transmittance (%T). As the %T increases, the titration current electrochemically 

generates base at a rate proportional to the %T. The coulometer is based on the principles 

of Faraday�’s Law, which states that the electromotive force in any closed circuit is equal 

to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux through the circuit. For the coulometer, 1 

faraday of electricity (96485.3415 Coulombs) will result in the alteration of 1 gram 

equivalent weight (GEW) of a substance during electrolysis. Each faraday of electricity 

expended is equivalent to 1 GEW of CO2 titrated.  

The samples were measured by the coulometer with an average coefficient of 

variation of 0.28%, which is comparable to the precision achieved in the literature 



(Dickson 2007). The accuracy of the coulometer was verified each day by running a 

standard with a known TCO2 concentration. Standards were fixed with mercuric chloride 

and stored in BOD bottles until use. In each experiment, the TCO2 was measured initially 

and in light and dark bottles (after 24 hours), generating net and gross carbon production 

values (according to Equations 1 and 2).  
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Primary Production-14C 

Carbon production estimates were made in triplicates using the 14C method. To 

each 150 mL sample, 5 L H14CO3
- (0.270 Ci) was added. After an incubation period, 

the sample was filtered on a glass fiber filter (Whatman GF/F) using a vacuum of 10 in. 

Hg. The filter was rinsed with filtered seawater, then fumed over 100% HCl for 3 

minutes to remove any excess H14CO3
-.  The filter was then placed in 4 mL scintillation 

fluor, Scintisafe Plus 50%, and left to extract for a minimum of 24 hours. To measure the 

DI14C pool , a 50 L aliquot of sample was placed in a glass scintillation vial into which 

had been added 4 mL Aquasol 2 buffered with 0.4 mL 0.1 N NaOH.  

DO14C production was also measured in the final four experiments using an acid 

purging protocol (Chevelier 2001). An 8 mL aliquot from each sample was removed and 

filtered through a glass fiber filter (Whatman GF/F) using a 10 mL polypropylene 

syringe. The sample was injected into a 20 mL glass scintillation vial with 12 mL of 

Scintisafe Plus 50%. A 0.5 mL volume of 0.23N phosphoric acid (H3PO4) was added to 

bring the pH down to 2.3, which converts all dissolved inorganic carbon to CO2. The 

subsample was then bubbled with an aquarium pump in a fume hood for 15 minutes to 



remove the CO2 gas. Bubbling time was determined by acidifying a seawater sample with 

the H3PO4 and measuring the TCO2 on a coulometer after 3,5,10,15,20 and 30 minute 

bubbling times. A bubbling time of 15 minutes was determined to adequately purge the 

sample of CO2.  Sample blanks were also made with filtered seawater and inoculated and 

processed in the same manner as experimental samples.  
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All of the scintillation vials were placed in a Beckman LS 5000 Liquid 

Scintillation Counter, which measures the activity of the sample as counts per minute 

(cpm). Standards were used to create an efficiency curve, and all cpm values were 

corrected for quenching. Primary production values were calculated as: 

 PP ( gC L-1 d-1) =    

 (4) 

where t is the incubation time and the specific activity (ratio that describes relative 14C to 

carbon atoms) is calculated as follows: 

 

Specific activity =      

 (5) 

where gC/mL is determined by measuring the TCO2 concentration of the sample on a 

coulometer. 

Dilution Experiment-14C 



A production based dilution experiment was included in the final ten experiments 

to measure the grazing rate according to the methods in Scianni (2008) using the 

following equation: 

=    

 (6) 

where d is the dilution,  is the phytoplankton growth rate, Po represents prey density 

before incubation, g is the grazing rate, and t is the incubation time.  

Scianni (2008) also introduces the production index termed Gr, which can be 

measured by taking the ratio of the hypothetical dilution-corrected primary production  
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rate at d=0 to the dilution-corrected primary production rate at d=1.0 (i.e. the primary 

production of raw seawater) and calculated as follows: 

  Gr =         (7) 

Rearranging equation 5 yields: 

Gr =         (8) 

In this study, Gr was empirically determined (triplicates of 0.1 and 1.0 dilutions) 

then extrapolated to the y-intercept, and g was calculated using Eq.8. This grazing rate  

 

was then corrected for the grazer-induced recycling losses using the expression given by 

Laws (1984), where the fractional recycling error, E, is defined below: 



E=1-r(1-B)         (9) 

B=[( -g)/ ][(e t-1)/(e t-egt)]       (10) 

where r is the sum of the grazer respiration and excretion fractions. The computed 

recycling error is applied to the grazing rate as calculated from Eq.8.  

Microzooplankton Counts 

Microzooplankton abundance from each sample was determined by fixing a 15 

mL aliquot from each sample with glutaraldehyde to a yield a final concentration of 1%. 

The nuclear stain, DAPI, was then added to the sample to yield a final concentration of 

1%. The sample was then filtered through a 0.2  Millipore filter. The filter was mounted 

on a slide and zooplankton were counted on an epi-fluorescent microscope. Zooplankton  
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were distinguished from phytoplankton by first viewing the field through a UV filter; all 

nuclear material stains blue (DAPI). When the filter was switched to blue, if the blue dot 

of nuclear material auto-fluoresced red, then the organism was a phytoplankter. If the 

blue dot faded when the filter was switched, then the organism did not contain 

chlorophyll and was a zooplankter. Size was used to distinguish bacterial cells from 

zooplankton cells. Cells from 2-10 m were counted. Cells less than 2 m were 

considered bacterial and not counted.  

Chlorophyll a analysis 

 100-300 mLs of sample was filtered through a Whatman (GF/F) filter using a 

vacuum of 10-15 in Hg. The filter was then extracted in 1.2 mL of 90% acetone for a 



minimum of 24 hours at -20 degrees Celsius in the dark. The samples were then analyzed 

on a Turner Designs TD-700 fluorometer according to Welschmeyer (1994).   
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RESULTS 

 

Production to Biomass Ratios 

In order to verify that the samples were attaining maximum photosynthetic rates, 

production to biomass ratios were analyzed. Photosynthesis versus irradiance 

experiments ran in the subarctic Pacific Ocean during the SUPER project yielded average 

light-saturated chlorophyll-specific assimilation rates of ca.60 mgC mgChl-1d-1 

(Welschmeyer et al. 1993). The production to biomass ratios from this study fall very 

close to the values observed by Welschmeyer et al. (1993), yielding a mean value of 

66.65 g C g Chl-1 d-1. Further, P/B exhibited no statistical change ( =0.05) across all 



levels of irradiance observed in this study (Figure 5 and Table 3). Thus, the light under 

which the samples were incubated was sufficient to saturate photosynthesis. This is 

important because the 14C technique runs in to procedural problems at low intensities of 

light (Refer to introduction).    

Laboratory Validation of TCO2 Technique 

 To establish the baseline relationship between the two methods in the absence of 

grazers, nine side-by-side TCO2 and 14C experiments were performed using grazer free 

cultures. The results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 6 and 7. The mean 14C recycling 

error, expressed as the TCO2:14C ratio, is 1.059. A paired t-test between the methods was 

performed yielding a p-value greater than 0.05, indicating that in the absence of grazers, 

the two methods yield equal mean values of gross primary production.  
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Field Experiments 

 Twenty seven paired TCO2 and 14C experiments were performed using samples 

taken from Elkhorn Slough. The results for these experiments are shown in Figure 8 and 

9.  The grazer recycling error, which is expressed as TCO2:14C production ratios, ranged 

from 0.990 to 3.028 with a mean value of 1.41. A paired t-test was performed yielding a 

p-value much less than 0.05, indicating that the CO2- based light dark bottle method and 

the 14C method yield statistically different values of primary production (the 14C 

measurement being an underestimate) in natural environments with a complex 

community of prey and predators.  



 Microzooplankton were counted in the final eleven experiments with 

concentrations ranging from 2275-5832 counts mL-1. The grazing rates for the final ten 

experiments were determined using a production-based dilution experiment, with values 

that ranged from 0.516-1.16 day-1. A linear regression with microzooplankton 

concentration (counts mL-1) as the independent variable and grazing rate (d-1) as the 

dependent variable, has a p-value of 0.002 and an R2 of 0.719 (Figure 10). This indicates 

that, with greater than 95% confidence ( =0.05), the data fit a linear model with 71.9% of 

the variability in the grazing rate using a production-based dilution experiment explained 

by microzooplankton concentration. (Statistical results for all linear regressions are 

located in Table 3)  

I argue that the majority of the recycled pool of unmeasured labeled dissolved 

carbon results from the metabolic activity of grazers. Since the 14C assimilation model  
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(Figure 3) shows a linear increase in the pool of unmeasured labeled carbon resulting 

from production of 14CO2 through zooplankton respiration, the error in the 14C method is 

expected to scale positively with zooplankton respiration (Rz).  

Net community respiration (NCR) is the sum of zooplankton, phytoplankton and 

bacterial respiration.  

 NCR= RRp+Rz+Rb        (11) 

Where, Rp is phytoplankton respiration; Rz is zooplankton respiration, and Rb is bacterial 

respiration. Assuming equal respiration in the light and dark bottles, the NCR rates for 

ten of the experiments were calculated by subtracting the concentration of TCO2 in the 



initial bottle from the concentration of TCO2 in the dark bottle after 24 hours. This 

measurement is inherently more variable than the dark-minus-light bottle determination 

because the value, NCR, was dependent on measurements made on two different days 

and the initial-to-dark difference is much smaller than the final dark-to-light difference. 

Values of NCR ( g C L-1 d-1) (independent variable) were plotted against the grazer 

recycling error (dependent variable), expressed as TCO2:14C (Figure 11), yielding a R2 of 

0.536 and a p-value of 0.010. Thus, 53.6% of the variability in the grazer recycling error 

can be explained by the net community respiration rate. 

To assess the effect of zooplankton respiration on the error observed in the 14C 

method, the effect of phytoplankton respiration on TCO2:14C was also evaluated. The 

regression with TCO2:14C plotted against the chlorophyll a concentration ( g L-1) (Figure  
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12) yields a p-value of 0.094. Thus, the slope is not statistically different than zero, which 

indicates the error in the 14C method is not dependent on the chlorophyll a concentration.  

A linear regression with TCO2:14C as dependent variable and microzooplankton 

concentration (counts mL-1) as the independent variable, yields an R2 of 0.588 and a p-

value of 0.004 (Figure 13). Thus, this data can statistically fit a linear model with 59% of 

the variability in the TCO2:14C ratio explained by microzooplankton abundance.  A linear 

regression with grazing rate (d-1) as the independent variable and TCO2:14C as the 

dependent variable yields a p-value of 0.132 and an R2 of 0.212 (Figure 14). Although the 



p-value for this regression is not statistically significant (with =0.05), the grazing rate 

scales positively with the 14C recycling error.  

A regression of GPP ( g C L-1 d-1) and R ( g C L-1 d-1) was performed (Figure 

15), for the purpose of evaluating the metabolic balance of Elkhorn Slough. The two 

variables were found to be linearly related with R2 of 0.389 and a p-value of 0.040. The 

slope was 1.80 g g-1, which signifies a GPP in excess of respiration by a factor of 1.80.  

 Production of DO14C was measured in the final four experiments. The results of 

these experiments are shown in Table 5 and Figure 16. On average, the 14C protocol 

(including DOC production) was in deficit 17% when compared to the CO2-based light-

dark bottle method. On average, DOC production was 18% of POC production indicating 

the DOC plays an important role in nutrient cycling in Elkhorn Slough.  

To assess the role of grazing on the production of DOC, a regression was run with 

DOC production ( gC L-1 d-1) as the dependent variable and the grazing rate (d-1) as the  
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independent variable. This yields a p-value of 0.070 and an R2 of 0.864 (Figure 17). 

Although not statistically significant (with =0.05) a clear positive relationship can be 

observed. The lack of statistical significance is likely due to the small sample size (n=4).  
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DISCUSSION 

 

Net and gross photosynthesis: Phytoplankton cultures 

 The 14C method is not a perfect measure of either gross (GPP) or net primary 

production (NPP) (Marra 2002). As the incubation time increases and more of the 

assimilated labeled carbon is respired by the phytoplankton, the 14C estimate moves 

closer to NPP. The shorter the incubation time, the closer the 14C measurement is to GPP 

since the newly incorporated labeled carbon has not been metabolized. Phytoplankton 



respiration is commonly assumed to be 10% of production at light-saturated conditions, 

and NPP is expected to be 90% of the light-saturated GPP. The CO2-based light-dark 

bottle method was, on average, 5.6% greater (in grazer-free phytoplankton cultures) than 

the 14C method, although the two methods were statistically not different. Thus, after 24 

hours, the potential 10% error in the uncertainty of gross vs. net photosynthesis falls 

within the variability of these measurements.   

The grazer problem and Elkhorn Slough 

 The mean 14C recycling error, expressed as TCO2:14C ratio was 1.41. This 

observed margin of error between the two methods is much larger than the 10% error 

expected resulting from phytoplankton respiration of 14CO2. Thus, something other than 

phytoplankton respiration is causing the underestimate in 14C-based measurements. When 

measuring primary production in Elkhorn Slough, the 14C method was found to 

underestimate photosynthesis by 41%.  Bender et al. (1987), when measuring  
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photosynthesis in coastal marine waters using four different methods, including the 14C 

and CO2-based light-dark bottle methods, found that the 14C method underestimated GPP 

(measured with a CO2-based light-dark bottle method) by up to 41% (Bender et al. 1987). 

The results of this study, which consisted of 27 side by side 14C and CO2-based light-dark 

bottle incubations, are consistent with the results of Bender et al. (1987), but here it was 

found that the magnitude of the error scaled with microzooplankton grazing pressure 

supporting the tenet that heterotrophic 14C recycling contributes to underestimates of 

photosynthesis using the 14C technique.   



For 10 of the experiments, NCR was able to be calculated (GPP>NPP), and a 

statistically significant positive relationship was observed. The 14C recycling error did not 

scale positively with the concentration of chlorophyll, indicating that the observed error 

is explained by the metabolic activity of non-chlorophyll containing organisms. In this 

study, DOC production is 18% of POC production. So while only 18% of POC 

production is available for bacterial growth and metabolism, up to 100% of POC 

production is available as a food source for zooplankton. So, even with 100% bacterial 

utilization of the entire DOC pool, a significantly larger portion of production is available 

to zooplankton. Thus, zooplankton are the primary metabolizers of the radio-labeled 

organic carbon. 

A positive relationship between microzooplankton concentration (counts mL-1) 

and TCO2:14C was observed. Although microzooplankton concentration is not a direct 

measure of metabolism (presence does not necessitate activity) it was shown to be a  
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valuable proxy to illustrate a relationship between two variables. When TCO2:14C is 

equal to 1 (and the 14C recycling error is equal to zero), the concentration of 

microzooplankton is roughly equal to 2000 counts mL-1. A possible explanation for this 

result is that a portion of the microzooplankton community was present, but inactive. 

Another possible explanation results from the fact that Elkhorn Slough has a complex 

community of microzooplankton that shows seasonal variation (Pace 1978, Hsueh 1991). 

Microzooplankton with different weight-specific metabolisms dominate at different times 



of the year. This would increase the variability in the linear model, effecting to skew the 

line, and changing the y-intercept.  

A positive relationship was observed between the grazing rate (d-1) and 

TCO2:14C. As predicted, the y-intercept of this line is close to 1, indicating that the 14C 

and CO2-based light-dark bottle estimates of primary production achieve unity when the 

grazing rate is zero. The grazing rate in this study was measured by including triplicate 

measurements of PO14C production at 0.1 FRSW and empirically determining the 

production index, Gr, then calculating the grazing rate from Eq. 8. This is a relatively 

easy way to measure grazing and was shown in this study to be a valuable proxy when 

estimating the magnitude of the 14C recycling error.  

New estimate of marine carbon production 

Nearly all of the current global carbon production estimates are derived from 

satellite imagery, processed with algorithms relating chlorophyll standing stocks to NPP 

though the chlorophyll-specific carbon fixation rate (P/B), which is typically  
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characterized using 14C uptake data. 14C estimates also often �“ground truth�” satellite-

derived values. The results of this study provide evidence that global carbon production 

estimates derived from 14C incorporation data (using 24 hour incubations) are 

underestimates. (Shorter incubation times would introduce less 14C recycling error). 

Since the TCO2:14C ratio positively scales to microzooplankton concentration and 

the grazing rate, it follows that this error would increase from coastal to the oligotrophic 

ocean environments. This is because temperatures in the oligotrophic ocean are greater 



than coastal environments; microzooplankton dominate the zooplankton community in 

the oligotrophic ocean; and microzooplankton have high rate-specific metabolic rates. 

Welschmeyer (2006) observed that the 14C recycling error, measured as the ratio of the 

primary production normalized to chlorophyll a concentration (P/B) at 0.1 dilution to P/B 

at 1.0 dilution, was higher in the open ocean than in coastal environments, and varied by 

a factor of 2 (Welschmeyer 2006). Using the correction factor of 2, observed by 

Welschmeyer (2006) and this study�’s 41 % error, a new value of marine carbon 

production can be estimated using the estimates of Field et al. (1998).   

Using satellite imagery, Field et al. (1998) estimates marine carbon production to 

be 48.5 Pg C year-1 with 9.1 of that coming from coastal environments and 38.4 Pg C 

year-1 coming from oligotrophic oceans. Using a correction factor of 2 for the 

oligotrophic oceans and 1.41 for coastal environments, a new marine carbon production 

rate can be estimated to be 89.54 Pg C year-1. This value is circled in Figure 18. Thus, as 

our understanding of ocean dynamics and 14C recycling increases, our estimations of  
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marine primary production also increase. It is interesting to note that current estimates are 

slowly approaching Riley�’s 1944 estimate, though entirely different methods were used.  

Production of DOC 

A factor in this study which was demonstrated to affect the 14C grazer error is the 

production of DOC. On average, DOC production was 18% of POC production in the 

final four experiments, and so represents a significant portion of primary production. 

When this was measured, the 14C method (POC+DOC) underestimated GPP by 5-28%. 



Production of DOC exhibited a positive relationship to the grazing rate. As the 

community grazing rate increased, so did the production of DOC. Thus, not measuring 

this pool of labeled production can cause significant error in traditional C-14 protocols, 

particularly in systems with high rates of grazing. 

Metabolic balance of Elkhorn Slough 

The capacity of the ocean to absorb atmospheric CO2 and buffer the effects of 

climate change depends on the metabolic activity of marine plankton. If planktonic 

primary production exceeds respiration, then the system is said to be net autotrophic and 

can potentially function as a sink for CO2. If community respiration exceeds production, 

then the system is net heterotrophic and serves as a CO2 source. The balance between 

respiration and primary production affects the partial pressure of CO2 and oxygen in the 

ocean as well as well as export rates of particulate organic carbon (POC) to the deep 

ocean, which in turn, affect the rate and direction of the sea surface-atmospheric CO2 

flux. This state can change seasonally as well as geographically, but coastal environments  
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and estuaries characterized by high rates of production tend to be net autotrophic (del 

Giorgio 1997, Duarte 2001, Serret 2001, Aristegui 2002).  

To evaluate the metabolic balance of Elkhorn Slough, a regression of GPP ( g C 

L-1 d-1) and R ( g C L-1 d-1) was performed. The slope signifies a GPP in excess of 

respiration by a factor of 1.80. Thus, Elkhorn Slough is net autotrophic and a sink for 

CO2. In Chesapeake Bay, Smith and Kemp (1995) found similar results for P/R ratio, 

ranging from 1.54-4.16. The results of this study fall in to this range. The samples from 



this study were collected in Elkhorn Slough, but the phytoplankton and zooplankton 

communities are cosmopolitan in nature. Thus, Elkhorn Slough is a model ecosystem 

where the results I find can be extrapolated to other coastal environments. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This study provides estimates of the grazer recycling error in Elkhorn Slough, and 

is generally applicable to most coastal estuaries. The error was observed to be 41% of 

gross primary production. This study found positive linear relationships between the 14C 

recycling error and several parameters indicative of grazer community metabolism: 

microzooplankton abundance, grazing rate, and net community respiration rate. In some 



experiments the error was as large as 2-3, possibly reflecting the error expected in the 

warm open ocean where microzooplankton are expected to dominate all herbivorous 

activity. Thus, the ocean is more productive than we think.  

Future Considerations 

Unequal respiration rates in the light and dark bottles due to light-dependent 

respiration could effect to decrease the observed grazer recycling error and introduce 

variability in production estimates. Light-dependent respiration processes include 

photorespiration (the binding of O2 to RUBISCO which forms a sugar product that is 

quickly respired) and the Mehler reaction (internal cycling of O2). If these processes were 

occurring, then respiration in the light bottles would be greater than respiration in the 

dark bottles, which would cause an underestimate of NPP and GPP as measured in the 

light-dark bottle technique. This would lead to an underestimate of the error observed in 

the 14C method. Kana (1990) observed light respiration rates up to two times greater than 

dark respiration rates (Kana 1990). If these processes were occurring, the magnitude of  
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this error is relatively small compared to the error resulting from grazers, since it is only a 

fraction of the phytoplankton respiration (<10%).   

Respiration rates were also very difficult to measure due to the small difference in 

the initial to dark change in TCO2 concentrations as well as the fact that the initial and 

24- hour measurements were made on two different days. By fixing the initial sample 

with mercuric chloride (HgCl), the to and t24 samples could have been measured on the 

same day.  
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Table 1. Equations and definitions of variables used in 14C budget models. 

dRp*/dt=rpP* 

dEp*/dt=eP*-cEp* 

dRz*/dt=uz (1- z)gP*+rzZ* 

dEz*/dt=(1-uz)(1- z)gP*-cEz* 

dRb*/dt=ub (1- b)c(Ep*+Ez*+Eb*) 

dEb*/dt=(1-ub)(1- b)c(Ep*+Ez*+Eb*)-cEb* 

Where: 

P�’=non-labeled phytoplankton carbon ( g L-1) 
P*=labeled phytoplankton carbon ( g L-1) 
Rp*=labeled respiratory CO2 from phytoplankton ( g L-1) 
Ep*=labeled DOC release from phytoplankton ( g L-1) 
Z�’=non-labeled microzooplankton carbon ( g L-1) 
Z*=labeled microzooplankton carbon ( g L-1) 
Rz*=labeled respiratory CO2 from microzooplankton ( g L-1) 
Ez*=labeled DOC release from microzooplankton ( g L-1) 
B*=labeled bacterial carbon ( g L-1) 
Rb*=labeled respiratory CO2 from bacteria ( g L-1) 
Eb*=labeled DOC release from bacterial ( g L-1)  

=phytoplankton specific growth rate (d-1) 
e=excretion rate of DOC by phytoplankton (d-1) 
g=microzooplankton community grazing rate(d-1)  
c=consumption rate of DOC by bacteria (d-1) 
Rp,rz=respiration rate of phytoplankton, microzooplankton (d-1) 

z, b=growth efficiencies of microzooplankton, bacteria (somatic growth/ingestion; 0-1.0) 
uz, ub=fraction, [resp./(resp.+DOC excretion)] for microzooplankton, bacteria (0-1.0) 
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Compound  Nitrate  Ammonia  

RNA  1.49-1.63  0.75-0.80  

DNA  1.55-1.69  0.81-0.87  

Amino acids  1.25-2.25  0.75-1.5  

Polysaccharides  1.0  1.0  

Chlorophyll a  1.38  1.24  

Unsaturated fatty acids  1.35-1.42  1.35-1.42  

Saturated fatty acids 1.42-1.45  1.42-1.45  

 

Table 2. Range of theoretically possible photosynthetic quotients taken from 
Laws (1991).  
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Dependent 
Variable  

Independent 
Variable  

p-value  R2  Slope  Figure  

P:B ( gC 
gChl-1d-1)  

Irradiance 
(Ein m-2d-1)  

0.929  0.0004  0.0776  5  

g (d-1)  Micro-
zooplankton 
mL-1  

0.002  0.719  1.44E-4  8  

TCO2:14C  NCR ( gC L-

1d-1 )  
0.010  0.537  0.0025  9  

TCO2:14C Chl a ( g L-1)  0.094  0.195  0.0291  10  

TCO2:14C Micro-
zooplankton 
mL-1 

0.004  0.588  1.45E-4  11  

TCO2:14C g (d-1)  0.132  0.212  0.533  12  

GPP ( gC 
L-1d-1)  

NCR ( gC L-

1d-1 )  
0.040  0.389  1.80  13  

DOC 
production 
( gC L-1d-1)  

g (d-1)  0.070  0.864  217.63  15  

 

Table 3. Statistical results for linear regressions.  
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Culture  GPP(TCO2) 
( gC/L*d)  

14C ( gC/L*d)  14C Recycling Error  

Dunaliella   725.8  620.9723  1.168812  

Thalassiosira   1148.5  1161.786  0.988564  

Thalassiosira  867.5  764.7501  1.134357  

Phaeodactylum  568  558.098  1.017742  

Thalassiosira  552.4  500.2353  1.10428  

Thalassiosira  1023.733  910.2367  1.124689  

Pleurochrysis  1155.8  1094.138  1.056357  

Pleurochrysis  1399.6  1395.264  1.003108  

Pleurochyrsis  622  666.255  0.933576  

Mean  895.93 852.42 1.059  

 

Table 4. Measurements of primary production  made with 14C and CO2-
based light-dark bottle methods. Cultures of Dunaliella tertiolecta, 
Thalassiosira pseudonana, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, and Pleurochrysis 
cartarae were used.   
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 PO14C  Std. 
Error  

DO14C Std. 
Error  

POC+DOC  Std. 
Error  

DOC: 
POC  

GPP 
(TCO2)  

Std. 
Error  

GPP: 
14C 
(Total) 

1  424.79  8.3  79.78  17.84  504.57  19.677 0.1878  607.8  27.16  1.2045  

2  
131.56  3.5  28.77  4.71  160.33  5.863  0.2186  205.4  30.242 1.2811  

3  
193.58  4.18  30.11  6.73  223.69  7.921  0.1555  260.2  32.33  1.1632  

4  
228.4  5.34  38.93  6.17  267.33  8.161  0.1704  279.4  31.44  1.0451  

Mean  
 

        
1.1735  

 

Table 5. Results of four experiments which measured production of PO14C 
and DO14C with samples collected from Elkhorn Slough. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of carbon pathways in a 14C experiment. The 
hatched box indicates the pools considered in original conception of 14C 
experiment. The relative importance of the other pools has been widely 
discussed in the literature.  
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Figure 2. Time-based changes in labeled particulate carbon pools in a 14C 
experiment. The equations used for this model are in Table 1. Phytoplankton 
growth was held constant during the daylight photoperiod and set to 0 at 
night. Microzooplankton grazing was constant over the 24 hour period and 
set equal to algal growth. =1.0 d-1, g=1.0 d-1, rp=0.1 d-1, rz=0.33, c=1.0 d-1, 

z=0.33, b=0.5, uz and ub=0.66  
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Figure 3. Time-based changes in labeled dissolved carbon pools in a 14C 
experiment. The equations used for this model are in Table 1. The 
assumptions for these models are the same as the models in Figure 2.  
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Figure 4. Empirically derived photosynthetic quotients from side 14C and 18O 
experiments. The first PQ on the far left is the theoretical value 1.2. Each 
point on the graph represents the mean of many PQs from: 2)Synechococcus 
culture (Grande et al. 1991); 3)Naragansett Bay (MERL) (Bender et al. 
1987;4)Bedford Basin (Grande et al. 1991); 5)North Atlantic Bloom 
Experiment (Kiddon et al. 1995); 6)Arabian Sea (Laws et al. 2000); 
7)Equatorial Pacific (Bender et al. 1999); 8)Hawaii (PRPOOS) (Grande et 
al. 1989). As you move from left to right on the x-axis, you are moving from 
grazer-free lab grown cultures to the most oligotrophic site in Hawaii.  
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Figure 5. Linear regression of production to biomass ratios and daily 
irradiance ( PAR values have been integrated over the 24 hour incubation 
period for each experiment) yielding a flat line. The PAR data was taken 
from the Moss Landing Marine Lab public database.  
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Figure 6. Comparisons of primary production estimates made using CO2-
based light-dark bottle and 14C experiments. Cultures of Dunaliella 
tertiolecta, Thalassiosira pseudonana, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, and 
Pleurochrysis cartarae were used.   
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Figure 7. Graphical comparison of 14C and CO2-based measurements of 
primary production using grazer-free algal cultures. The dotted line 
represents the 1:1 relationship, and the data points from this study fall on 
that line and have a slope of 0.9649.  
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Figure 8. The results of 27 side-by-side comparisons of 14C measurements 
and CO2-based gas exchange measurements. The CO2-based values of 
primary production were equal to or greater than the 14C-based 
measurements in all experiments. In some experiments, the TCO2:14C ratio is 
close to unity. And in a few experiments, the CO2-based method is 2-3 times 
greater than the 14C method.    
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Figure 9. Graphical comparison of 14C and CO2-based estimates of primary 
production using samples collected from Elkhorn Slough. The dotted line 
represents the 1:1 relationship. The data from this study fall on or above that 
line, which indicates that the CO2-based estimates of primary production 
were equal to or greater than 14C-based measurements.  
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Figure 10. Linear regression  of the grazing rate (dependent variable) and the 
concentration of microzooplankton (independent variable).   
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Figure 11. Linear regression of the 14C recycling error, expressed as the 
TCO2:14C ratio, (dependent variable) and the net community respiration rate 
(independent variable).  
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Figure 12. Linear regression of the 14C recycling error, expressed as the 
TCO2:14C ratio, (dependent variable) and the chlorophyll a concentration 
(independent variable).  
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y=1.4E 4x+0.6389

R2=0.5877

Figure 13. Linear regression of the 14C recycling error, expressed as the 
TCO2:14C ratio, (dependent variable) and the microzooplankton 
concentration (independent variable).  
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Figure 14. Linear regression of 14C recycling error, expressed as the 
TCO2:14C ratio, (dependent variable) and the grazing rate (independent 
variable).  Although not statistically significant, the grazing rate scales 
positively with the 14C recycling error.  
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Figure 15. Linear regression of gross primary production (dependent 
variable) and the daily respiration rate (independent variable).  
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Figure 16. Comparisons of paired 14C and CO2-based light dark bottle 
measurements of primary production for four experiments.  
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Figure 17. Linear regression of the production of dissolved organic carbon 
(dependent variable) and the grazing rate (independent variable).   
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Figure 18. Reported estimates of marine primary production through time. 
Modified estimate derived from this study�’s parameterization of the �‘grazing 
effect�’ is circled.   
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